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Maximum dependability.
Minimum Maintenance.

Whether you need a wagon for light- or heavy-duty hauling,
there’s a farm wagon from Ford New Holland that’s the right
size for you. Three models have ASAE load ratings ranging
from BV2 tons to 12 1/2 tons. The Model 612 (shown above)
is designed to take the stress of heavy-duty forage boxes
that need maximum flotation. It’s the biggest and strongest
wagon ever offered by Ford New Holland. Stop in soon and
ask about it.
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Waiver Of Finance
On New Hay And
Forage Equipment

Until
March 1, 1990
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Low APR Finance
On New Hay And
Forage Equipment

0% 18 Months
6.9% 24 Months*

10.9% 60 Months
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8.9% 36 Months
9.9% 48 Months
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We can help you
haul, unload faster.

You can unload any crop quickly and efficiently with the new
big capacity Model 716 forage box from Ford New Holland.
Roller chain drive provides unloading speeds of 2.39 and
5.40 feet per minute. And tough Duraply sides flex under
heavy loads for season after season dependability. The
“716” unloadsfrom the front and comes standard with thrqe
self-aligned beaters and baked enamel galvanizedroof. For
a closer look, stop in and see us about this new forage box.
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